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Language 
TBOLI [Common] 

TBL [ISO] 

 

Symbols:   

a a father ta ‘on top of’ 
i i  eat ti ‘foot’ 
ɛ é bet bé ‘grandmother, granddaughter’ 
ə e the  el ‘yes’ 
o ó boat kóm ‘you, SG’ 
u u boot kut ‘us two’ 
ɔ o bought bot ‘throw away’   
 

  The consonants in Tboli are much the same as those in Pilipino or English: b, d, f, g, h, k, l, m, n, ng, s, t, 
w, y, and the glottal stop, which is written with a grave accent mark (‘) over the final vowel in a word 
where it occurs. Otherwise it is not written. 

 

Spelling Rules: 
Glottal Stop 
there are two postions where the glottal stop is predictable, therefore it is not written.  
1. When the word does not begin with another consonants, there is always an initial glottal stop” 
‘eted ‘to deliver’ written as eted  ‘ówóng  ‘boat’  written as ‘ówóng  
 

2. when two vowels occur next to each other within a word, there is always a glottal stop 
between them: 
 
li’l ‘taboo’ written as lii se’el ‘floor’  written as seel 
 
the glottal stop is not predictable when it occurs at the end of a word, therefore it is always 
written when it occurs in that position: 

Gawi’ ‘serving spoon’  written as gawí  nga’ ‘ child, offspring’ written as ngà  
 
As has already been noted in section 1.1.2, when it occurs with either the ó or the é om word 
final position, the two accent marks are joined to become the circumflex: 
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Bé’ ‘don’t’   written as bê  sdó’  ‘pig’  written as sdō 

Double consonants at the beginning of words  

There are great many words in Tboli which have two consonants at the beginning of a word. When these 
words are pronounced, there is a short vowel sound heard between the two consonants which is similar 
to the sound of the vowel in the English word ‘the’. This sound is written by linguists with the symbol ə. 
Because the sound is so short when it occurs between the two consonants, it is written above the line: 
b’tang ‘ to fall’ and k’fung ‘ dust’. This is don to distinguish it from the vowel of normal length of the 
same sound: ləgəd ‘ industrious’ and nəət ‘ omen’. 

Source: SPLC 9.1 
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